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Abstract

Background: How to build a suitable discourse topic structure is an important issue in
discourse topic analysis, which is the core of natural language understanding. Not only
is it the key basic unit to implement automatic computing, but also the key to realize
the transformation from unstructured data to structured data during the process of big
data analytics. Although the discourse topic structure has wide potential for application
in discourse analysis and related tasks, the research on constructing such discourse
resources is quite limited in Chinese language. In this paper, we propose a micro-topic
scheme (MTS) to represent the discourse topic structure in the Chinese language
according to theme-rheme theory, with elementary discourse topic unit(EDTU) as the
node and referent of theme-rheme as link. In particular, thematic progression is
employed to directly represent the development of the discourse topic structure.

Results: Guided by the MTS, we manually annotate a Chinese Discourse Topic Corpus
(CDTC) of 500 documents. Moreover, we get 89.9 and 72.15 F1 value in two
identification preliminary experiments, respectively, which show that the proposed
representation can perform good automatic computation.

Conclusion: The lack of the formal representation system and related corpus
resources for Chinese discourse topic structure has greatly restricted the study of
discourse topic analysis in natural language, and further affected the development of
natural language understanding. To address the above issues, a micro-topic
scheme(MTS) representation is proposed based on functional grammar theory, and the
corresponding corpus resources(i.e., CDTC) are constructed. Our preliminary evaluation
justifies the appropriateness of the MTS for Chinese discourse analysis and the
usefulness of our CDTC.

Keywords: Information extraction, Discourse topic, Discourse analysis, Theme-rheme
theory, Thematic progression

Background
It is one of the most challenging tasks for the development of artificial intelligence to
make it possible for the machine to understand the text of natural language and even
understand the intention of the author. Discourse topic structure analysis is the core work
of this task, the main research contents are the analysis of discourse topic structure and
semantic relations between the units from the whole text level, and use the context of
discourse comprehension.
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Discourse topic structure is also the key to the cohesion of the discourse and reflects
the essence of the text [1]. Over the last few years, discourse topic structure has been
widely studied and proven to be a critical cohesive element at the text level [2–7]. A linear
segmentation of texts into proper topic structures may reveal valuable information on,
for instance, not only the themes of segments but also the overall thematic structure of
the text, and it can subsequently be applied to various text analysis tasks, such as text
summarization, information retrieval and discourse analysis [8–10].
Although the discourse topic structure has wide potential for application in discourse

analysis and related tasks, the research on constructing such discourse resources is quite
limited [2, 3], and the focus has mostly rested on the English language except some other
research [11, 12]. However, as far as discourse information structure is concerned, English
is typologically different fromChinese: the former is a subject-prominent language, where
the subject is an indispensable element in determining sentence patterns, and the latter is
a topic-prominent language, where the topicmakes an important contribution to generate
a sentence [13]. This largely differentiates the discourse topic structures in English and
Chinese. Unfortunately, previous studies on discourse topic structure fail to fully reflect
this difference.
In order to explore the appropriate Chinese discourse topic structure representation,

we proposed a micro-topic scheme (MTS) to represent discourse topic structure in the
Chinese language according to theme-rheme theory. Subsequently, an automatic analy-
sis system of MTS was constructed for exploring the automatic recognition of Chinese
discourse topic.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first exploration of the use of theme/rheme as

a basic unit of discourse structure analysis and the use of thematic progression as a link
of discourse relationship analysis in Chinese discourse. Firstly, this model provides a new
way of big data processing, which implements a transformation that converts unstruc-
tured data to structured data in text. Furthermore, compared with traditional methods,
our model has better computability. Automatic recognition for theme/rheme task is asso-
ciated with most pop research topics in the area of natural language processing, e.g., POS
tagging, semantic role labeling (SRL). Effective research on these tasks contributes to
improve the computational performance of our current task more easily.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. “Related work” section briefly overviews

the related work. In “Model” section, we present the MTS according to theme-rheme
theory, and describe the construction of the CDTC corpus. In “Methods” section, an auto-
matic analysis method of MTS is proposed. “Results and discussion” section provides the
experimental result on the identification of entities of MTS, the crucial step for automatic
discourse topic analysis. Finally, “Conclusion” section concludes our work.

Related work
The rhetorical structure and the topic structure are not only interdependent but also
complemental in discourse analysis.
For the discourse rhetorical structure, with Rhetorical Structure Theory Discourse

Treebank (RST-DT) [2] and Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) [3] being the most preva-
lent over the past decade, the emergence of several English corpus provides resources for
the analysis of English discourse. In contrast, there are only a few studies on Chinese dis-
course annotation [14–17], with a focus on using the existing RST (Rhetorical Structure
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Theory) or PDTB frameworks. Recently, Li et al. (2014) proposed a Connective-driven
Dependency Tree (CDT) structure as a representation scheme for Chinese discourse
structure [18]. With both the advantages of PDTB and RST, CDT meets well the special
characteristics of Chinese discourse.
For the discourse topic structure, some studies have begun to focus on the topic level

in Chinese discourse topic annotation. The OntoNotes corpus [4] was built on two types
of infrastructure, the syntax structure and the predicate-argument structure, which were
derived from the Penn Treebank corpus and the Penn PropBank corpus, respectively. In
addition, the generalized topic framework [5] defines punctuation clauses as the basic
unit of Chinese discourse, and the concepts of the generalized topic and the topic clause
is proposed to explicitly describe the topic structure in Chinese discourse. Although both
the OntoNotes corpus and the generalized topic framework take into account the special
characteristics of Chinese discourse, some issues still remain. For example, there is no
suitable representation unit to match different levels of topics. In addition, the lack of
sufficient corpus resources to meet the research of Chinese discourse topic analysis is also
a serious problem.

Model
Micro-Topic Scheme

In order to explore the discourse relationship, we propose a micro-topic scheme (MTS)
to represent the discourse cohesion according to the theme-rheme structure based on
functional grammar theory [19], which can be formalized as a triple as below:

MTS = (Sn, Sn+1, δn)

Where Sn ∈ T ∪ R, Sn+1 ∈ T ∪ R, T represent the set of themes and R is the set of
rhemes in the whole discourse,called Static Entities of MTS by us. δn ∈ L, L is a set of
cohesion dynamic relationships of MTS between EDTUs, called Micro-Topic Link(MTL)
by us. The visual representation of themodel is shown in part (b) of the Fig. 1 below. Some
definitions in the model are as follows.

Definition 1 (Elementary Discourse Topic Unit (EDTU)) is defined as the basic unit of
discourse topic analysis, which is limited to clause.

Inspired by Rhetorical Structure Theory, an EDTU should contain at least one predi-
cate and express at least one proposition. Moreover, an EDTU should be related to other
EDTUs with some propositional function. Finally, an EDTU should be punctuated. For
Example 1, (a) is a single sentence with serial predicate; (b) is a complex sentence with
two EDTUs(clauses).

Example 1

(a) She started the car. (single sentence, serial predicate, one EDTU)
(b) She started the car, and drove off.(complex sentence, two EDTUs)

In order to improve the computational performance, we give the main structure of
Theme and Rheme as defined in Definition 2.
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Fig. 1 An example of discourse topic structure in MTS with the corresponding discourse rhetorical structure.
According to a connective-driven dependency tree (CDT) scheme, connectives were directly used to
represent the hierarchy structure of a CDT and the rhetorical relation of a discourse, as shown in part (a) of this
Figure. Part (b) in this Fig. 1 gives an example of MTS representation, corresponding to Example 10 shown in
manuscript. It consists of 7 clauses, excerpted from chtb0001 which is from OntoNotes corpus. Here, a clause
is equivalent to an EDTU, which is constituted by a theme and a rheme, denoted by Tx and Rx, respectively

Definition 2 (Theme and Rheme) Theme Structure is the left part of the predicate in
the EDTU for Chinese, and the remainder is Rheme Structure.

Taking Example 1 as an example, we can find that She is the Theme, and started the car
is the Rheme.

Definition 3 (Micro-Topic Link (MTL)) AMTL is a representation of the semantic asso-
ciation between the themes or rhemes, which are derived from the adjacent EDTUs. This
semantic association is expressed as four thematic progression patterns formally, while in
content, it reflects the cohesive properties of the discourses, which mainly include refer-
ence, ellipsis, substitution, repetition, synonym/antisense, hyponymy, meronymy, and
collocation.

• Referencemeans that the current theme(or rheme) in an EDTU refers to the previous
one.
Example 2

(a) [ ]T1[ ( )Nucleus ]R1, (b) [ ]T2=R1(Nucleus)
(a) [This note]T1 [was left by [Anna]Nucleus]R1, (b) [who]T2=R1(Nucleus) had just come.

In the above Example 2, EDTU(a) and EDTU(b) constitute a MTS through a MTL,
which is a connection of reference between “ (Anna)” and “ (who)”. Among them,
“ (was left by Anna)” is the rheme of EDTU(a), and “ (who)” is the theme of
EDTU (b).
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• Ellipsis means that the theme or rheme of the second EDTU is omitted, which is a
kind of grammatical method to avoid repetition, highlight new information, andmake the
text more compact. As shown in Example 3, theme “ (I)” was omitted in EDTU (b).
Example 3

(a) [ ]T1[ ]R1, (b) [ZeroA]T2=T1[ ]R2.
(a) [I]T1 [ went out in the morning]R1 (b) and [ZeroA]T2=T1[ saw a cat]R2.

• Substitution means that the theme(or rheme) in the latter EDTU is replaced by a
substitute for words, which has the same meaning as the replaced component. As shown
in Example 4, rheme “ (a new one)” was an substitute word in EDTU (b) for the
replaced component, which is “ (Steve’s hat)”.

Example 4

(a) [ ]T1[ ]R1, (b) [ ]T2[ [ ]Nucleus]R2(Nucleus)=T1
(a) [Steve’s hat]T1 [ is too broken]R1. (b) [He]T2 [ needs [a new

one]Nucleus]R2(Nucleus)=T1.

• Repetition means that the theme(or rheme) has appeared many times, such as
“ (bear)” in Example 5.
Example 5

(a) [ ]T1[ [ ]Nucleus]R1, (b) [ ]
T2=R1(Nucleus)

(a) [Algy]T1 [met [a bear]Nucleus]R1. (b) [The bear]T2=R1(Nucleus) looks a bit hungry.

• Synonym/antisense means that the themes(or rhemes) related to two EDTUs are a
pair of synonyms or antonyms. Example 6 shows that “ (a friend)” and “ (enemy)”
is a pair of antonyms.

Example 6

(a) [ ]T1[ ]R1, (b) [ ]T2=T1[ ]R2
(a) [A friend]T1 [praises a man’s virtue]R1, [and the enemy]T2=T1 exaggerates his fault.

•Hyponymymeans that the themes(or rhemes) related to two EDTUs form an abstract
and concrete relationship. As shown in Example 7, “ (wolf )” is a kind of “ (animal)”.

Example 7

(a) [ ]T1[ ]R1, (b) [ ]T2=T1
(a) [The wolves]T1 [usually live on the grassland]R1, (b) [and the animals]T2=T1 like to

live in groups.

• Meronymy means that the theme(or rheme) in one EDTU is a part of the theme(or
rheme) from the other EDTU. As shown in Example 8, “ (his hair)” is a part of
“ (A middle-aged man)”, from the point of view of body composition.

Example 8

(a) [ ]T1[ ]R1, (b) [ ]T2=T1
(a) [Amiddle-aged man]T1 [is walking on the head]R1, (b) [his hair]T2=T1 is very bright.
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• Collocationmeans that the themes(or rhemes) related to two EDTUs belong to a set
of semantically related words. There are two groups of words as follows, for instance, “ice,
snow, white” and “night, star”.

Example 9

(a) [ ]T1[ ]R1, (b) [ ]T2[[ ]Nucleus ]R2=T1
(a) [Snow]T1 [had fallen all night]R1, (b) [while the fields]T2 [were a vast expanse of

[whiteness]Nucleus]R2=T1.

In the above Example 9, “snow” and “whiteness” constitute the MTL, which is a
connection between EDTU(a) and EDTU(b).

Definition 4 (Discourse Topic (DT)) A DT is composed of n MTSs(n ≥ 1), which are
connected by MTLs.

In fact, the DT is a recursive definition, which can be expressed as follows:

Rule (1) A MTS is a DT.
Rule (2) Two DTs connected with MTL is a DT.
Rule (3) DT belongs to the union of all sets satisfying Rule (1) and Rule (2).

Definition 5 (Micro-Topic Chain(MTC)) A MTC is a sequence of connected MTLs,
which are contained in a DT.

The topic chain is a common phenomenon in Chinese. The contextual referring expres-
sions are frequently omitted in Chinese discourse, which leads to the difficulty associated
with the topic chain [20]. Typically, in order to enable the reader to find a specific dis-
course coherence, the referring expression has sufficient topic continuity. And above all,
a topic chain will be made up of the identical topics which linked by anaphora (zero
anaphora or not) [21].
To illustrate our proposed MTS, we give an Example 10 as below.

Example 10 (1)[[ ]Satellite ]T1[ ,
]R1, (2) [< ZeroA >Nucleus( ) ]T2(Nucleus)=T1(Satellite)

[ ]R2 (3) [( ), ]T3=T2(Nucleus)
[ “ , ” ]R3,(4)[<
ZeroA >]T4=T3[ ]R4,(5)[< ZeroA >]T5=T4
[< > ]R5, (6) [< ZeroA >]T6=T5[< >

]R6, (7)[< ZeroA >]T7=T6
[ ]R7

(1)[Pudong’s development and opening]T1 [is an undertaking spanning a century for vig-
orously promoting Shanghai and constructing a modern economic, trade, and financial
center]R1. (2)Because of this, <during the process of [Pudong’s]Satellite development and
opening,>ZeroA=T2=T1 [new situations and new questions that were not encountered pre-
viously are emerging in great numbers]R2. (3)[In response to this, Pudong]T3=T2(Satellite) [is
not simply adopting an approach of “work for a short time and then draw up laws and
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regulations only after experience has been accumulated.”]R3 (4)[Instead, Pudong]T4=T3
[is taking advantage of the lessons from the experience of developed countries and
special regions such as Shenzhen]R4, (5)[< ZeroA >]T5=T4 [by hiring appropri-
ate domestic and foreign specialists and scholars]R5, (6)[< ZeroA >]T6=T5 [actively
and promptly formulating and issuing regulatory documents]R6. (7)<According to these
documents,>(ZeroA=T7=T6) [these economic activities are incorporated into the sphere of
influence of the legal system as soon as they appear]R7.
Li [18] proposed a connective-driven dependency tree (CDT) scheme to represent dis-

course rhetorical structure in the Chinese language, in which elementary discourse units
(EDUs) were used as leaf nodes and connectives were used as non-leaf nodes. Especially,
connectives were directly used to represent the hierarchy structure of a CDT and the
rhetorical relation of a discourse, as shown in part (a) of the Fig. 1.
Part (b) in Fig. 1 gives an example of MTS representation, corresponding to Example 10

shown above. It consists of 7 clauses, excerpted from chtb0001 which is from OntoNotes
corpus. Here, a clause is equivalent to an EDTU, which is constituted by a theme and
a rheme, denoted by Tx and Rx, respectively. For instance, “In spite of the fact that of
the regulatory documents that the Pudong new region” stands for the theme in the first
clause(a), and the rheme occupies the rest, “has formulated”.
Similar to what we described above, we define a DT as a set ofMTSs sharing an identical

topic connected by MTLs. For example, there are two DTs in Example 10, as shown in
part (b) of the Fig. 1: T1 ← T2 ← T3 ← T4 ← T5 ← T6, and R6 ← T7, One MTC is
guided by the overt identical NP(Noun Phrase) “ Satellite(T1) (T1) (Pudong’s
development and opening up)”, the DT that spreads over six EDTUs (clauses 1∼6). As we
can see in Fig. 1, six overt coreferential NPs are considered to form aMTC, with the overt
NP (T1) being the head topic of the chain, and the followingMTC shares one single topic.
In comparison, the other chain refers to the DT “ (regulatory documents)”
headed by R6 and followed by T7 (zero anaphora).
According to the theme-rheme theory [19], there is a reference relationship between

the theme or rheme of current EDTU and previous EDTU. As shown in Part(b)
of Fig. 1, an arrow is employed to indicate this reference by pointing to the
theme or rheme in the EDTU, such as T2=T1, T3=T2, T4=T3, T5=T4, T6=T5 and
T7=R6.

Static Entity of MTS

Derived mainly from the systemic-functional grammar [19], theme and rheme are two
static entities representing the way in which information is distributed in a clause. While
theme indicates the given information serving as the departure point of a message, which
has already been mentioned somewhere in text or shared as mutual knowledge from the
immediate context, rheme is the remainder of the message in a clause in which theme is
developed.
From the view point of discourse analysis, we are interested in the sequences of the-

matic and rhematic choices creating certain kinds of thematic patterns instead of the
actual individual choices of themes or rhemes. Therefore, our scheme to the notion of
theme is discourse-oriented, that is, we are most concerned with the role theme fulfills in
constructing and developing a discourse dynamic relationship, as opposed to individual
sentences.
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Dynamic Relationship of MTS

Previous studies [22–24] have claimed that the way in which lexical strings and reference
chains interact with theme/rheme is not random; rather the patterns of interaction realize
what they refer to as a text’s thematic progression. Figure 2 shows four major dynamic
relationships of thematic progression proposed in the literature:

(I) Constant Progression, where the theme of the subsequent clause is semantically
equivalent to the theme of the first clause.
Example 11 (a) Two beggars (T1) had been hiding (R1). (b)They(T2=T1) saw the

money (R2).

(II) Centralized Progression, where the rheme of the subsequent clause is semantically
equivalent to the rheme of the first clause.
Example 12 (a) The children (T1) laughed (R1). (b) Then their mother(T2) laughed, too

(R2=R1).

(III) Simple Linear Progression, where the theme of the subsequent clause is seman-
tically equivalent to the rheme of the first clause.
Example 13 (a)Our school (T1) is a big garden (R1). (b)In the garden(T2=R1) grow

many flowers (R2).

(IV)Crossed Progression, where the rheme of the subsequent clause is semantically
equivalent to the theme of the first clause.
Example 14 (a) The exhibition (T1) was good (R1). (b) I (T2) liked it verymuch (R2=T1).

As shown in Example 10, constant progression is suitable for the referent relationships
among clauses 1-6.

Corpus building based onMTS

Based on this MTS model, we annotated a Chinese discourse topic corpus(CDTC) with
500 discourses from OntoNotes corpus English datasets(chtb0001-chtb0325, chtb0400-
chtb0657). To begin with, the same dataset were annotated by two annotators simultane-
ously. Moreover, we calculate the consistency of annotations with Kappa Value by using
the two sets of annotated data. Finally, a formal corpus dataset will be constructed and
checked by senior tagging instructor. Table 1 illustrates the inter-annotator consistency
specifically. The CDTC is also used for our experiment as dataset.

Fig. 2 Four dynamic relationships of thematic progression. This figure shows four major dynamic
relationships of thematic progression proposed in the literature, e.g., Constant Progression, Centralized
Progression, Simple Linear Progression, Crossed Progression
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Table 1 Inter-annotator consistency

Agreement% Kappa

EDTU 96.0 0.91

Static entities of MTS 92.0 0.83

MTL 89.0 0.86

Methods
Overall processing pipeline

To evaluate the computability of our CDTC corpus, we present the experimental results
on the identification of static entity of MTS(i.e., theme-rheme structures), which is a
crucial component of discourse topic analysis.
Our model framework is summarized in Fig. 3. This system takes an input discourse

and output the confidence score of the entity of MTS. It primarily consists of the fol-
lowing three components: Inputting the discourse, Identifying the EDTUs (Elementary
Discourse Topic Units) and Identifying static entity of MTS. To begin with, the input
of the system is the discourse from natural language without any preprocessing. In suc-
cession, the comma is used as a boundary sign, and the classifier model is obtained

Fig. 3 The Experimental Framework of Identifying entities of MTS. This system according to which takes an
input discourse and output the confidence score of the entity of MTS. It primarily consists of the following
three components: Inputting the discourse, Identifying the EDTUs(Elementary Discourse Topic Units) and
Identifying static entity of MTS. To begin with, the input of the system is the discourse from natural language
without any preprocessing. In succession, the input text is split into a number of simple sentences containing
a predicate, which is defined as EDTUs. Finally, according to these EDTUs, entities of MTS in which are
identified
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by machine learning algorithms. With the help of this classifier model, the input text
is split into a number of simple sentences containing a predicate, which is defined as
EDTUs. Finally, according to these EDTUs, entities of MTS in which are identified.
Take Example 10 as an instance, we will describe each components in our model as
below.

Identifying the EDTUs

According to the Definition 1, the Example 10 has 7 EDTUs, which include Clause(a), (b),
(c), (d), (e), (f ) and (g).
For the automatic identification of EDTU, inspired by Li [18], we consider this as a

binary classification for EDTU’s boundary and use some machine learning methods to
solve this problem. We used various features listed in Table 2 specifically, which had
adopted in [25] and [18]. Table 3 shows the performance of EDTU identification on the
CDTC with 10-fold cross validation via the Mallet toolkit [26].

Identifying entities of MTS

According to Definition 2 of subsection Model, the Example 10 has 7 themes and 7
rhemes, which are represented by T1-T7 and R1-R7, respectively.
For the automatic identification of entities of MTS, according to our Definition 2, the

predicate is used as a division sign, and thus, the identification of entities of MTS is equiv-
alent to the predicate identification problem in a way. In other words, this problem is
transformed into a classical semantic role labeling problem. It is worth noting that the
recognition of the predicate is limited to one EDTU range, which would contribute to
a better recognition result. In addition to classical predicate features in previous studies
[27–29], more features are derived from nominal and verbal SRL(Sematic Role Label-
ing), such as the location in terms of the NP, the path features, intervening verb and the
arguments. Using the Mallet toolkit [26] with features listed in Tables 4 and 5 shows
the performance of identifying the entities of MTS on CDTC corpus with 10-fold cross
validation.

Table 2 Features of EDTUs identification

Name Description

POS_Pre_Word Part of speech tagging for the previous word

Rep_Pre_Word A string representation for the previous word

POS_Foll_Word Part of speech tagging for the following word

Rep_Foll_Word A string representation for the following word

Left_Phrase_Label Left brother’s phrase label

Right_Phrase_Label Right brother’s phrase label

Con_Phrase_Label Conjunction of phrase label of left brother and right brother

Con_Family_Label Conjunction of the ancestors and Con_Phrase_Label

Is_Sub_Conjunction Is there a subordinating conjunction for left of the comma?

Is_CoordIP Is the parent of the comma a coordinating IP construction?

Is_Top_Child Is the comma a top-level child?

Is_Top_CoordIP Is the parent of the comma with top-level child and coordinating IP construction?

Pun_Mark_Temp Punctuation mark template of this sentence

Distance_Left_Right Length difference between the left and right segments of the comma
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Table 3 Performance of EDTUs identification

Classifier
Gold Automatic

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

C45 90.6 90.9 90.5 89.3 90.3 88.6

Naive Bayes 90.3 89.6 89.4 88.5 89.2 87.8

MaxEnt 91.2 90.3 91.9 90.2 90.7 89.9

Results and discussion
Result

Tables 3 and 5 show the result of automatic recognition for the EDTUs and the entities of
MTS, respectively.
On the one hand, in order to reflect the independent performance of each module,

we extract features from the previous module’s manual tagging as input to the current
module. This is called Gold shown in Tables 3 and 5. On the other hand, in order to
observe the performance of the overall system, we also use the features automatically
acquired by the previous module as input to the current module. This is called Automatic.
As shown in Table 3, we obtained some high F1 values based on the Gold data set, the

highest one among which reached 91.9%.Meanwhile, the results based on Automatic data
set are also very close to the Gold’s ones, the highest one among which reached 89.9%.
The main reason may lie in the clarity of definition of EDTU and less ambiguity.
As shown in Table 5, compared with the model for recognition of the EDTUs, the per-

formance of the module for recognition of the entities of MTS has decreased. This is not
only due to the introduction of errors from the previous module, but also owing to the
complexity of identifying the entities of MTS. Despite that, MaxEnt performs the best,

Table 4 Features of MTS’s entities identification

Name Description

Predicate A content word (lemma) of the predicate of each clause

Predicate class The verb class that the predicate belongs to

Head word String representation of head word of one clause

POS of head word Part of speech of head word

Phrase type Syntactic category of the constituent

Path of span The path from the span to the nominal predicate

Position The positional relationship of the span with the predicate,
“left” or “right”

Focus word First word and last word of the focus span

Focus span space Is the focus span adjacent to the predicate? Yes or No

IsBrothers Has the predicate brothers? Yes or No

IsRightBrother Has the predicate right brother? Yes or No

Head word of right brother The headword of the predicate’s nearest right brother

POS of right brother The POS of the predicate’s nearest right brother

IVerb Intervening verb itself

IVerb class The verb class that contains IVerb

Path of IVerb The path from the IVerb to the focus constituent

IsFocusSpArg Is the focus span an argument for IVerb? Yes or No

Sematic role of focus The sematic role of the focus span for IVerb

IsHNPArg Is HNP(Hightest NP headed by the nominal predicate) an
argument for IVerb? Yes or No

Sematic role of HNP The semantic role of HNP for IVerb
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Table 5 Performance of MTS’s entities identification

Classifier
Gold Automatic

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

C45 76.5 77.4 76.95 68.3 66.5 67.39

Naive Bayes 76.1 76.9 68.8 67.9 78.2 68.35

MaxEnt 79.8 80.3 80.05 72.5 71.8 72.15

with a F1 measure as high as 80.05% on gold data and a F1 measure as high as 72.15% on
automatic data.
In Summary, the result suggests the appropriateness of our definition of themicro-topic

scheme.

Discussion

The importance of MTS lies in constructing a suitable representation for computing the
discourse topic. The specific analysis is as follows:
(a) The unified definition of EDTU is consistent with EDU from Rhetorical Structure

Theory (RST), which provides the basis for discourse analysis through the joint research
of discourse topic structure and discourse rhetorical structure.
(b) The formal definition of MTL involves incorporating a variety of cohesive relations

into the scope of semantic relations, which provides a more complete research content
for the study of the discourse semantic relations.
(c) The recursive definition of the discourse topic (DT) reflects the level of the topic,

which provides a basis for the hierarchical research of discourse topic structure.
(d) In the implementation of MTL, the patterns of thematic regression are introduced,

which provide a dynamic evolution process for text generation. In other words, it provides
a computable model for text generation.
In sum, (d) is a dynamic analysis process, and (a), (b) and (c) achieve a static represen-

tation architecture. On the basis of the combination of the above, the MTS provides a full
representation system and a suitable deductive tool for discourse analysis.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a micro-topic scheme (MTS) as a representation for Chinese
discourse topic structure according to theme-rheme theory. MTS has the advantages of
both the OntoNotes corpus and the generalized topic framework and adapts well to the
special characteristics of Chinese discourse. Especially, we analyzed the characteristics
of MTS in a comprehensive way from the various perspectives of EDTU, Static Entity
of MTS(i.e.,theme-rheme structure), Dynamic Relationship of MTS(i.e.,micro-topic link)
andmicro-topic chain. Based on theMTS scheme, we annotate 500 documents according
to a top-down segmentation and chain-backtracking strategy to remain consistent with a
Chinese native’s cognitive habits. Evaluation of the CDTC corpus proves the appropriate-
ness of the MTS scheme for Chinese discourse cohesion structure and the usefulness of
our CDTC corpus.
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